NISA Pension Surplus Risk Index (PSRX® ) Guide
Introduction
Market indices serve as a barometer of market segment performance and are a means
by which investors can evaluate strategies. Price-based indices which measure the value
and performance of financial assets have been available for over 100 years. More recently,
market participants have developed volatility-based indices to measure market risks.
Though lesser known, a variety of providers offer measures of pension funds’ health by
estimating the average funded status of a variety of plan sponsors.
Indices that track the average funded status of pension plans are a good starting point in
benchmarking pension fund conditions. Unfortunately they are backward looking – the
current measures merely convey where the average plan has been over time.
While all of these data are useful to pension fund fiduciaries, we believe a more forward
looking, pension-centric index would be even more valuable. An index that encompasses
the past, as measured by average funded status, and the future, as measured by funded
status volatility, could provide a much more useful metric.
With this in mind, NISA Investment Advisors, LLC (NISA) is pleased to introduce the
Pension Surplus Risk Index, or PSRX*.

The PSRX
The PSRX provides pension funds with a forward looking estimate of the average funded
status volatility for large defined benefit pension plans. The PSRX incorporates information
from the equity, fixed income, derivative and alternatives markets, as well as funded
status itself, to gauge general funded status volatility. Importantly, measures of asset
class volatility are derived from their various risk factors: rates and yield curve exposure,
spread exposure, and equity market risk. Additionally, PSRX sub-indices allow pension
funds to more accurately identify and monitor their individual funded status volatility
by referencing their current funded status, liability duration, and risk asset allocation to
published sub-indices. These indices allow pension funds to approximate the level of
surplus risk in their plans relative to the overall defined benefit pension community.

* Regarding historical index levels throughout this document, the levels for the PSRX include data for periods prior to when the
index was in live production. Historical levels for the index prior to live production in September 2012 are calculated using the
same methodology. Past market experience is not necessarily indicative of future market experience.
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Methodology Overview
The PSRX reflects the average of the individual funded status volatilities for the indexconstituent plans. Constituent plans are:
•
•
•

US defined benefit corporate pension plans;
Publicly-traded; and
The 100 largest plans based on pension liability present value (PBO), as determined
by NISA from publicly available documents, and re-constituted annually.

The constituent plans represent approximately $1.0 trillion in assets and $1.3 trillion of
liabilities in aggregate as of 12/31/11.
The PSRX asset allocation changes annually based on data provided in firms’ 10-Ks. The
chart below shows allocations for the 2011 plan year as determined by NISA.
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Deriving individual plan volatilities involves three main components:
1.
2.
3.

Plan-specific asset allocation and liability data, derived from publicly available sources;
Implied volatilities for various markets from traded options; and
Correlations between the various asset classes and liability components from
historical data.

These three components provide the necessary inputs for a traditional portfolio volatility
calculation; in this case the “portfolio” is the combination of both the assets and liabilities
of the plan.

PSRX Index
Average of 100 plans

Plan X
volatility
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Correlations
from historical return data

Weights
from asset and liability data

Volatilities
from option implied volatilities

Liability
Present value and duration estimate

Assets
Market values and asset class mapping

Company X 10-K
and other public sources

Index constituents are determined annually and updated by NISA with the April 30th index
release. Plans with poor data quality are removed from the index. Each monthly index
update reflects current implied volatility data from option markets, a “roll forward” of asset
and liability figures to reflect market movements year to date, and updated correlation
calculations.

PSRX Market List Determination/Data and Sources
The PSRX is developed by NISA with estimates of the funded status and asset allocation for
each of the largest 100 corporate defined benefit plans as determined by NISA. The largest
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plans are identified based on the size of their liability. The measured liability is the qualified
portion of US Defined Benefit plan(s) for each company, where available. NISA uses
the data provided in 10-Ks, 20-Fs, and Annual Reports to identify assets, liabilities, asset
allocations and liability durations. The liability compilations are reconstituted annually and
reflected in the April 30 index publication.
Index components are compiled from:
•

Asset and Liability values – Each plan’s asset market value and liability value are
generally collected from a firm’s 10-K. When the 10-K is unavailable (foreign
corporations), the firm’s 20-F (if available) and/or annual report are used. When
sufficient information is available, only the qualified US portion of the pension plan is
used. Asset and liability values are used to compute funded status as of each year-end.

•

The largest 100 plans are identified annually based on the 10-Ks filed with the SEC by
March 31st. Relevant data from the 10-K is adjusted by NISA to April 30th using market
returns for assets and liabilities since the 10-K release date.

•

Asset Allocation – Publicly available information on plan asset allocation varies greatly
among firms. Many plans provide only a breakdown between equity and fixed income,
while others provide a detailed breakdown of all asset classes. For the PSRX, all asset
classes are grouped into Equity, Fixed Income or Alternatives by NISA.
-- The equity asset class is then sub-classified into US Large Cap, US Small Cap,
Developed International, or Emerging Market Equity. When a reported equity
allocation does not directly map into one of the above categories (ex. Company
Stock), the allocation is placed in the closest available asset class or classes based
on NISA’s judgment. In the example above, company stock would increase the
allocation to US Large Cap Equity.
-- Fixed income asset information provided on the 10-K is mapped into one fixed
income asset class for PSRX purposes. The composition of the fixed income
component of the PSRX is discussed in the portfolio construction section.
-- Alternatives are sub-classified as Real Estate, Hedge Funds, or Private Equity. When
obvious, assets are mapped to the appropriate alternative asset class. Due to a lack of
consistency in the way firms report Alternatives, asset classes not readily identifiable
as equity or fixed income are mapped to “Alternatives”. The graph below illustrates
the distribution of the Alternatives asset class across the largest 100 plans for
December, 2011.
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Compared to Equity and Fixed Income, Alternatives account for a substantially
smaller portion of most pension funds with approximately 70% of plans having less
than a 20% percent allocation to Alternatives as determined by NISA.
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•

Liability Duration – Although the duration of the liability is not directly provided in
10-Ks, some firms report the sensitivity of the liability value due to a given change in
interest rates. This information is used by NISA to imply the liability duration. This
information is available for approximately 50% of the firms. The graph below illustrates
the distribution of liability duration for these plans as of December, 2011. In general,
there is a fairly tight grouping among plans. For example, 50% of the reported durations
lie between 10.4 and 13.7, with an average duration of 12.1.
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The table below shows the number of plans in the index universe reporting interest rate
sensitivity estimates by year.
2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

54

54

51

47

44

39

For plans that do not report interest rate sensitivity estimates, duration is estimated by
NISA by regressing changes in the plan discount rate on actuarial gains and losses as
reported in the 10-K.
(Actuarial Gains or Losses as a % of Liability Value / Beginning of Year PBO) = Intercept + (-Estimated Duration) * Change
in Plan Discount Rate + Residual Error.
For this calculation we use the last 10 years of data, where available. Actuarial gains and
losses can include changes in mortality, payment assumptions, salary growth rate, etc. By
using 10 years of data, however, NISA expects changes in discount rates to be the primary
driver of actuarial gains and losses. And unless the other drivers of actuarial gains/losses
are correlated with changes in the discount rate, the slope from the regression should be
an unbiased estimator of the interest rate duration of the plan.
Overall, the technique provides duration estimates with reasonable error bands, in our
opinion. For example, the charts on the next page show an illustrative fit with a high level
of confidence in the duration estimate. For the first firm shown below, the duration is
estimated at 12.1 years with a standard error on this estimate of 0.65 years.
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Duration Estimate for Firm with High Quality Fit
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In some cases, the fitted duration suggests that the reported actuarial gains/losses are not
related to the discount rate movements. For example, the chart below shows a fit with a
low level of confidence in the duration estimate. For this firm the duration estimate is 4.3
years with a standard error on this estimate of 3.3 years.

Duration Estimate for Firm with Low Quality Fit
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In order to purge the index of erroneous duration estimates, firms with a standard error
of the duration estimate greater than 3 years are removed from our list of 100 companies.
This method is used for 2011, 2010, and 2009 plan years. Due to a shorter window or data
available to make duration estimates, we back fill duration estimates prior to plan year
2009 by starting with the 2009 duration estimate and adjusting based on what is implied
by the changes in the corporate or discount curve.
The table below shows the number of firms removed from the PSRX by year:
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2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

100 Largest Plans Selected by NISA

100

100

100

100

100

100

# Reporting Interest Rate Sensitivity

54

54

51

47

44

39

# With Poor Quality Duration Estimate

4

6

8

11

13

14

# With not Enough Public Information

1

1

1

1

1

1

Total Removed from the Index

5

7

9

12

14

15
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Collection & Calculation of Risk Inputs
When computing the PSRX, NISA incorporates estimates of volatility and correlation.
Market-based, prospective volatility estimates (i.e., implied option volatility) are available
for many markets and represent key inputs into the calculation of the PSRX. Prospective
correlation measures are generally not available so historical data are used to develop
estimates. Historical data collected for the PSRX include total and excess returns, and bond
spread and duration for a variety of markets. For each input NISA uses multiple sources,
including internal estimates. After consolidating all available sources, NISA determines
what value, or combinations thereof, will be used for a given month. The table below lists
the market variables collected monthly.
Volatility Data

Discounting Curves

Total & Excess Return Measures Duration & OAS Information

Treasury Volatility

AA Rated Corporates

Domestic Equity (Total)

Long Treasury (Duration)

Swaption Volatility

Treasury

International Equity (Total)

Long Credit (Duration)

Long Credit (Excess)

Long Credit (OAS)

Equity Option Prices

Long Treasury (Total)
Real Estate (Total)
Hedge Fund (Total)

Volatility Measures
General Rate Volatility
A significant determinant of the PSRX level is the prospective estimate of general interest
rate volatility. Ideally an option on a 20-year Treasury bond would be used, since it is close
to the duration of the typical liability. Since these options are not readily available, data
from other Treasury options as well as swaption markets are the basis for NISA’s estimate
of general rate volatility.
The graph below shows a history of the resulting calculation of forward looking general
rate volatility assumed in the PSRX.

General Rate Volatility
Volatility, bps annualized
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Calculations by NISA based on data from Barclays and JPMorgan.
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Risk Asset Volatility
For the four equity-based risk assets - US Large Cap, US Small Cap, Developed
International, and Emerging Market Equity - we use exchange traded options to derive
our volatility estimates. Specifically, we compute the twelve month at-the-money optionimplied volatility based on readily available equity options prices. The graph below
presents the option-implied equity volatiles used in the PSRX.

Equity Volatility
Volatility, % annualized
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Calculations by NISA based on data from Barclays and Bloomberg.

We use a benchmark of liquid US REITS to establish volatility assumptions for the Real
Estate asset class. The Hedge Fund asset class is based off of broad-based multi strategy
hedge fund indices. Real Estate and Hedge Fund markets do not have readily observable
option markets. For these markets the prospective volatility is calibrated by looking at
the five-year historical relationship between these markets and the US Large Cap Equity
market as calculated by NISA.
Each month the current implied volatility of the US Large Cap Equity market is multiplied
by the historical volatility ratio between Hedge Funds or Real Estate and US Large Cap
Equity asset classes. The chart below illustrates the volatilities for Hedge Funds and Real
Estate used in the PSRX.

Alternative Asset Volatility

Volatility, % annualized
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Calculations by NISA based on data from Bloomberg.

Forward looking volatility for Private Equity is developed by NISA from US Small Cap
Equity volatility. We use the implied volatility from US Small Cap Equity applying a beta
of 0.35. The beta assumption reflects the historical relationships between private equity
pricing and US Small Cap Equity. To assess the sensitivity of the beta assumption on the
PSRX Guide
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Private Equity asset class, we examined the impact those assumptions have on the PSRX.
Since the average allocation to Private Equity of the Top 100 plans in 2011 was 4.3%, the
impact is small for a wide range of beta assumptions (0 to 1).

Bond Spread Volatility
The PSRX includes both liability spread and long credit spread volatilities. These are
modeled as two separate spreads to reflect the basis risk often associated with hedging a
pension liability. While credit quality and security composition differences are the primary
reasons for monthly basis risk, differing treatment of downgrade events between credit
and liability benchmarks can lead to significant performance differences.
Although a prospective estimate of spread volatility is difficult to observe, the PSRX uses
the level of the spread as a reflection of spread volatility. The current OAS is multiplied by
the standard deviation of relative spread changes (explained below), resulting in a spread
volatility measure. By using the current OAS, we believe the PSRX spread volatility estimate
responds rapidly to changing market conditions. Five years of history is used to determine
the standard deviation of relative spread changes. The relative spread change is simply the
percentage change in OAS over the prior period. For example, if spreads began the month
at 100bps and ended the month at 110bps, that period would have a 10% relative spread
change.
OAS data are readily available for computing the spread volatility of long credit markets.
This is not the case for the liability. To find the liability OAS, the liability is valued using
both Treasury and corporate discount curves. An internal rate of return (IRR) is calculated
by NISA using both curves, the difference being the OAS of the liability.
The Treasury curve is fitted on a liquid set of non-callable US Treasury bonds using a
B-spline technique on the forward curve. The corporate discount curve is based on
corporate bonds of a similar credit quality and composition to the liability value derived
from financial statements. Once the OAS for the liability is calculated by NISA, the
procedure used to calculate long credit spread volatility is applied to the liability. The chart
below illustrates the history of the estimates for long credit and liability spread volatility
used in the PSRX.

Spread Volatility
Volatility, bps annualized
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Calculations by NISA based on data from Barclays and Citigroup.

Duration Measures
The PSRX requires duration estimates for the liability, long credit and long Treasury
markets. The liability duration is estimated from 10-K data. The long credit and long
Treasury durations may be taken from published index durations or calculated by NISA.
The PSRX uses effective duration, based on par curve shocks, when possible.
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Correlation Measures
All correlation calculations rely on an underlying return series and are based on five years
of historical data observed monthly. Fixed Income assets and the liability are dissected into
risk components: general interest rate and spread risk. General rates are either observed
directly (e.g. time series of returns on long Treasury allocations), or are implied by
subtracting excess returns from total returns (e.g. Long credit market allocations). By using
a unique general rate time series for each fixed income asset class, differences in yield
curve exposure are acknowledged and measured. Spread correlations (liability and long
credit) are based on the excess return.
Equity correlations are based on the total return of their respective equity indices.
Real Estate correlations are based on the total return of US REIT indices. Hedge Fund
correlations are based on the total return of broad based Hedge Fund indices. Additionally,
Hedge Fund correlations are based on 59 observation points, due to the lag in posting of
Hedge Fund index information. Private Equity correlations are based on US Small Cap
returns series. The table below is a sample correlation matrix used in the PSRX.

As of 8/31/2012
GR
(LT)
GEN. RATE VOL (LT)

1.00

GEN. RATE VOL (LC)

GR
(LC)

LG
SM
DEV
GR
GR
LIAB L CRD CORE CAP CAP INTL
(CORE) (LIAB) SPRD SPRD SPRD US EQ US EQ EQ

EM
EQ

RE

HFS

0.99

1.00

GEN. RATE VOL (CORE) 0.90

0.93

1.00

GEN. RATE VOL (LIAB)

1.00

0.92

1.00

LIABILITY SPREAD VOL -0.38

-0.40

-0.46

-0.43

1.00

LNG CRED. SPREAD VOL -0.44

-0.46

-0.51

-0.49

0.93

1.00

CORE SPREAD VOL

-0.41

-0.44

-0.53

-0.46

0.85

0.94

1.00

LARGE CAP US EQUITY -0.32

-0.33

-0.36

-0.33

0.49

0.68

0.72

1.00

SMALL CAP US EQUITY -0.36

-0.36

-0.42

-0.37

0.48

0.66

0.69

0.95

1.00

DEV. INTL EQUITY

-0.29

-0.30

-0.32

-0.31

0.60

0.77

0.77

0.92

0.85

1.00

EMER. MKT EQUITY

-0.28

-0.30

-0.32

-0.31

0.57

0.76

0.77

0.85

0.81

0.92

1.00

REAL ESTATE

-0.19

-0.18

-0.25

-0.18

0.45

0.60

0.67

0.82

0.85

0.76

0.68

1.00

HEDGE FUNDS

-0.36

-0.38

-0.40

-0.40

0.60

0.76

0.78

0.75

0.69

0.80

0.84

0.55

1.00

PRIVATE EQUITY

-0.36

-0.36

-0.42

-0.37

0.48

0.66

0.69

0.95

1.00

0.85

0.81

0.85

0.69

0.99

PR
EQ

1.00

Constructing the Liability
We construct the liability cash flow profile annually based on the average duration of
the Defined Benefit (DB) plans selected. The shape of the cash flow profile is based on,
in NISA’s experience, a typical defined benefit pension plan. The liability cash flows are
set once per year and held constant until the following year. Cash flows are not assumed
to age during the year. That is, with each passing month, and after all liability valuation
measures have been updated, the cash flows are “reset” by pushing all cash flows back out
a month.
The return volatility of the liability is then built as a function of the liability duration,
general rate volatility, liability spread volatility, and the correlation between liability rate
movements and liability spread movements as follows:
2
2
2
+ σ 2LiabSpread DLiab
+ 2 DLiab
σ 2 Liab = σ 2Tsy DLiab
σ LiabSpread σTsy ρTsy,LiabSpread

Since the liability construction is a critical element of the PSRX, we tested extensively to
understand the ramifications of liability duration assumptions. The chart below illustrates
the impact on the PSRX if the average plan duration is increased/decreased by two years.
This helps to put a range on the consequence of any error in the duration assumptions.
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Impact of Liability Duration on Surplus Volatility
Funded Status Volatility, % annualized
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Asset Class Construction
The PSRX models three primary asset classes: Equity, Fixed Income and Alternatives.
Equity and Alternatives tend to be straight forward as they are built directly from their subcomponents: (Large Cap, Small Cap, International Developed and Emerging Markets), and
(Hedge Funds, Real Estate and Private Equity) respectively. The Fixed Income asset class
is constructed from two risk components: General Rate and Spread Risk. Consequently,
Fixed Income volatility is a function of duration, interest rate volatility, spread volatility, and
correlations between rates and spreads.

Portfolio Construction
Once each asset class is constructed, we apply portfolio weights. The asset allocation
of the portfolio is based on information provided in 10-Ks and is rebalanced monthly.
Additionally, funded status is updated to reflect returns on assets and liabilities throughout
the year.
The Fixed Income allocation is assumed to be an equal blend of long Treasuries and
long credit. Specifics regarding the typical fixed income allocation are unavailable in
public filings. Additionally, if a plan has labeled cash as an asset class, the allocation is
excluded from the portfolio calculation. Given the general movement in the pension fund
community to long duration over the past several years, the PSRX has made a similar
assumption. In general, long duration Fixed Income assets results in a lower funded
status volatility than short duration assets because the liability and a longer duration Fixed
Income portfolio have offsetting risks. The chart below outlines the impact of a long
duration versus core allocation assumption for the fixed income portion of the assets.

Fixed Income Portfolio Assumptions
Funded Status Volatility, % annualized
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Finally, portfolio volatility can now be calculated using the statistical addition of the long
Treasury, long credit and risk asset components of the portfolio.

W=

%Long Treasury (LT)
%Long Credit (LC)
%Large Cap US Equity (LCE)
%Small Cap US Equity (SCE)
%International Equity (IE)
%Emerging Market Equity (EM)
%Real Estate (RE)
%Hedge Funds (HF)
%Private Equity (PE)

X=

covLT,LT covLT,LC covLT,LCE
...
...
covLC,LT
...
...
covLCE,LT
...
...
covSCE,LT
...
...
covIE,LT
...
...
covEM,LT
...
...
covRE,LT
...
...
covHF,LT
...
...
covPE,LT

σ 2Portfolio =
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Funded Status Volatility
Once the portfolio and liability volatility are calculated, the final step is to compute the
funded status volatility. This is simply the statistical difference between the portfolio and
liability.

σ 2FS = σ 2Portfolio * FundedStatus% 2 + σ 2Liability – 2 σPortfolio * σLiability * FundedStatus% * ρPortfolio,Liability
Using the equation above, below is the historical PSRX index.

PSRX Index

Funded Status Volatility, % annualized
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Aggregation Methodology
The process above determines funded status volatility for a given plan. To aggregate this
data we considered using the average funded status volatility of the top 100 plans or the
funded status volatility of the average plan. We elected to calculate a funded status for each
plan and aggregate the results due to the non-linear nature of the funded status volatility
calculation and each plan receives an equal weighting in the PSRX. One advantage of
this methodology is the ability to create percentile bands showing the distribution of
funded status volatility among plans. The graph below illustrates the difference between
aggregation methods.

Aggregation Method Comparison
Funded Status Volatility, % annualized
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Other Key Metrics
The PSRX serves as a benchmark index to gauge the current funded status volatility of the
defined benefit pension community, not a specific plan’s funded status volatility. The three
primary drivers of funded status volatility are the plan’s funded status, risk asset allocation
and duration of the liability. In order to help plans understand where they are relative to
other firms, NISA publishes tables that provide funded status volatilities for three different
assumptions on funded status, liability duration, and risk allocation. The table below
outlines the permutations they provide.
Levels as of: 8/31/2012

70% Funded

Liability Duration

Liability Duration

10

10

10

12.5

12.5

15
6.7%

20%

5.2%

5.6%

9.1%

9.8% 11.0%

13.7% 14.5% 15.6%

13

12.5

15
6.7%

20%

4.3%

5.2%

40%

7.9%

8.9% 10.3%

60%

11.9% 12.9% 14.2%

Risk Assets

Liability Duration

40%
60%
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100% Funded

15
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3.8%

5.2%

7.0%

40%

7.0% 8.3%
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60%

10.3% 11.5%

13.0%
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Our intent is to provide a means by which any plan can reasonably identify its funded
status volatility by looking up its plan specifics as closely as possible in these tables.
Interpolating between points is also reasonable for those seeking extra precision.
In addition to the published funded status volatility numbers, the liability and portfolio
volatilities are available on the PSRX website. Additionally, to understand the impact of
duration and allocation assumptions on the PSRX, sensitivity measures are made available
for the most recent index observation. The tables below illustrate these sensitivities.
By showing the resulting volatility index level of certain shocks are more to the input
assumption.
Sensitivities as of: 8/31/2012

Risk Asset Allocation Shock

Funded Status Vol.

Asset Portfolio Vol.

Liability Duration Shock

Risk Asset Allocation Shock

Liability Duration Shock

-2 years None +2 years

-20% None +20%

-2 years None +2 years

-20% 6.8% 7.4% 8.3%
None 10.5% 11.1% 11.9%
+20%

Liability Vol.

10.4% 12.9% 16.6%

7.7%

9.2%

10.7%

14.3% 14.8% 15.5%

Future Work
We expect the PSRX to evolve continually to reflect changing market conditions,
availability of new securities, or new understandings of pension fund risk. We welcome
input from the pension community on ways to further improve the index offerings.

Index Controls
The methodology for the PSRX is reviewed semi-annually by NISA. NISA is responsible
for reviewing the methodology, index revisions and implementing internal controls
for the index. Additionally, NISA decides on recommended index improvements. Any
modifications to the index methodology can be found in the PSRX section at
www.nisa.com.

Distribution/Dissemination
The PSRX is expected to be released by the sixth business day of every month, and is
available at www.nisa.com.
Questions regarding the PSRX can be e-mailed to NISA’s index group at psrx@nisa.com.
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Selected NISA Papers
Our papers can be found on the Library section of our website at www.nisa.com/library.







Corporate Bond Scarcity? The Case for Separating Interest Rate and Spread Risks
(August 2012)
Prospective Funded Status Volatility (October 2011)
Break-even Yield Curve (August 2011)
Dynamic Liability Driven Investing (July 2011)
Interest Rate Hedges (May 2009)
Considerations Surrounding Corporate Bonds in Pensions (December 2008)

About NISA Investment Advisors, LLC
NISA Investment Advisors, LLC, is an independent investment manager focused on riskcontrolled asset management. We manage assets for large institutional investors. Client
portfolios include investment-grade fixed income, derivative overlays and indexed
equity. NISA is 100% employee-owned and is based in St. Louis, Missouri.

Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by NISA Investment Advisors, LLC. This document is
without any warranties, is for information and illustrative purposes only and does not
purport to show actual results. It is not, and should not be regarded as investment advice
or as a recommendation regarding any particular security or course of action. Opinions
and material contained herein are current as of the date appearing in this material only
and are subject to change without notice. Reasonable people may disagree about the
opinions expressed herein. In the event any of the assumptions used herein do not prove
to be true, results are likely to vary substantially. All investments entail risks. There is no
guarantee that investment strategies will achieve the desired results under all market
conditions and each investor should evaluate its ability to invest for a long term
especially during periods of a market downturn. No representation is being made that
any account, product, or strategy will or is likely to achieve profits, losses, or results
similar to those discussed, if any. No part of this document may be reproduced in any
manner, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of NISA Investment
Advisors, LLC, other than to your employees. This information is provided with the
understanding that with respect to the material provided herein, that you will make your
own independent decision with respect to any course of action in connection herewith
and as to whether such course of action is appropriate or proper based on your own
judgment, and that you are capable of understanding and assessing the merits of a
course of action. NISA Investment Advisors, LLC does not purport to and does not, in any
fashion, provide broker/dealer, consulting or any related services. You may not rely on
the statements contained herein. NISA Investment Advisors, LLC shall not have any
liability for any damages of any kind whatsoever relating to this material. You should
consult your advisors with respect to these areas. NISA Investment Advisors, LLC is the
owner of all trademarks and copyrights with respect to PSRX. PSRX cannot be invested in
directly. By accepting this material, you acknowledge, understand and accept the
foregoing.
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